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ABSTRACT 
A new proof of the complete interlacing theorem for singular values is presented. 
The technique used works equally well to obtain the interlacing theorem for eigenval- 
ues of hermitian matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given an arbitrary, not necessarily square, complex matrix M, its singular 
values are defined as the eigenvalues of the positive semidefinite matrix 
(M*M)l/’ [or ( MM*)‘/2, which, apart from zeros, has the same eigenvalues]. 
Several years ago, in [9], R. C. Thompson described the exact relations 
between the singular values of a matrix and those of a submatrix. The 
relations take the form of (interlacing) inequalities connecting the two sets of 
numbers. (The theorem is stated below.) 
Thompson gave two proofs for the necessity part, and one for the 
sufficiency. All his arguments depend on the celebrated interlacing inequali- 
ties relating the eigenvalues of a hermitian matrix with those of a principal 
submatrix. These inequalities are also known to be necessary and sufficient 
1% 5, 61. 
Other proofs of the necessity part of the interlacing theorem for singular 
values are known, e.g. using the characterization of singular values: (i) as 
approximation numbers (see the remark at the end of [8]); (ii) via a minimax 
theorem (see, e.g., [l]). The corresponding result for eigenvalues of hermitian 
matrices can also be obtained using similar ideas. 
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We give here another proof for both the necessity and the sufficiency of 
the interlacing theorem for singular values. Our argument is simple and 
geometrical in character. Although it also works for eigenvalues of hermitian 
matrices, we choose to present it in the singular value setting because it is 
slightly simpler here. 
In the last section we mention some singular value estimates and their use 
in the determination of the asymptotic behavior of singular values of certain 
matrices. 
2. PROOF OF THE INTERLACING THEOREM 
FOR SINGULAR VALUES 
In its most general form, the theorem to be proved reads as follows: 
THEOREM. Let m, n, p, q be natural numbers, with m > p, n > q. Given 
nonnegative real numbers /?, > & >, . . . >, /3mi,~,,,~, o1 > a2 > . . . > 
a_( p, Qj, there exists an m x n complex matrix with the pi as singular values 
and having a p x q submatrix with the ai as singular values if and only if 
Pi > ai, i = 1,2 ,...,min{p,q}, 
ai a Pitnr--p+n-9, i = 1,2 ,..., min{p+q-m,p+q-n}. 
We begin with some standard reductions, omitting the (easy) justifica- 
tions. 
(1) It is enough to prove the theorem for m = n + 1, p = q = n. In this 
case the inequalities become j?i > (pi > & >, ~ys > * * * > &, 2 a,. 
(2) We may restrict our attention to the case where the submatrix lies in 
the first n rows. 
(3) We may restrict our attention to matrices of the type 
where zr,...,z, are complex numbers. We denote such a matrix by 
B(z i,“” 2,). 
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(4) We may restrict our attention to the case where zi,. . . , z, in the 
matrix B(zi,..., z,) are nonnegative real numbers. 
Of course, for the sufficiency, it is clear that the restrictions described in 
(2) (3) (4) make no difference. 
(5) It is enough to prove the theorem for the case where the ei are all 
distinct (i.e., (Y, > (Ye > . . * > a,). 
We shall use below the following fact: 
(6) If the matrix M = [mij] has singular values si, then 
C]rnij]2’ 1s;. 
i,j i 
Proof. Both members are equal to tr M*M. n 
Denote by Iw 0’” the nonnegative orthant in Iw “. We are concerned with a 
mapping s:[W0+“+IWc” defined, for n:=(x,,...,x,)~IW~“, by S(X)= 
(Si(X),..., S,(X)), where ai(x),..., sn( r) are the singular values of the matrix 
B(x) = B(x,,..., x”) ordered so that si(x) > s2(x) 2 . . . 2 s,(x). 
Three properties of s are relevant to us: 
(7) Putting (Y = (ai,. . . , qA we have IMx>ll = (11~112 + l1412)1/2. 
(Here and below, I]* ]I is the euclidean norm). 
This follows from (6). 
(8) s is continuous, 
s is a Lipschitz function, with Lipschitz constant (with respect to the 
euclidean norm) at most 1. This follows from the combination of a result in 
[3] with an often quoted observation by Wielandt, which allows the transla- 
tion of many results concerning eigenvalues of hermitian matrices into results 
about singular values (see, e.g., the end of [9]). 
(9) Assuming 0~~ > ~ya > . . . > an, s is on&o-one. 
Proof. This can be proved as follows: Suppose s(x) = s(y), with x = 
(X i ,..., x”), y=(yi ,..., y,)~Ri”.Then,by(6),wehave 
cxy+ *.* + a; + Xf + . . . + XZ = o: + * * * + cx; + y; + * * * + y,“, 
whence (xf - y:) + . . . + (x: - y,“) = 0. Applying the same reasoning to the 
successive compounds of B(x) and B(y) and canceling out common sum- 
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mands (those where only (Y’S occur), we obtain a homogeneous system of n 
linear equations in x1” - yf, . . . , x f - y,“. The matrix of this system is seen to 
be the Jacobian of the n elementary symmetric functions of the a&. Its 
determinant is easily computed, and is equal to lli < j(~F - $) (see [7, pp. 
150-1511). Since (I > *. . >a,>O, it follows that x”=yzs, i=l,..., n, 
whence, since the numbers are nonnegative, we have xi = yi, i = 1,. . . , n, 
that is, x = y. n 
The proof of the theorem itself begins here. Put 
A = [a,, +co)x[a,,ar]x ... X[(Y”,(Y._i]. 
Then the necessity part reads s(lw ,‘“) c A, and the sufficiency reads s(lw ,‘“) 
2 A. Therefore, to prove the theorem we have to show that s(lw,+“) = A. 
We proceed by induction on n. 
For n = 1 the situation is clear: the range of (xk + ‘~f)l/’ is [a,, + co). 
For general n > 2, the induction hypothesis implies that s( all4 ,‘“) = ah, 
where the symbol a denotes boundary. Since s is continuous and one to one, 
it follows that either s([w,+“) c A or s(Wi”) c Iwin \int A (“int” stands for 
interior). 
For each r>O, let a,= {~~IW”:Ilo]l=r}, u;‘=u,nlW~“. Also put 
r’= (r2+ [lCxll2)1’2. 
To prove that s(lw ,‘“) = A it will be enough to show that, for every r, 
s(u~+)=u$ nA, since Iw~“=lJrur+ and A~u,u~:. 
By property (7) we have that s( u,? ) c u:, and by the alternative above 
we know that either s( Us+ ) c u?t n A or s( u,” ) c Us: \ int A. 
Since Us+ is compact, u;’ and s( Us+ ) are homeomorphic, whence, consid- 
ered as subsets of a, and a,,, respectively, they satisfy s( a~~+ ) = 6’s( cr?’ ). On 
the other hand, it is easily seen that s( au: ) = u,? n C?A. 
From the identity i3s( CT: ) = u$ n CYA we infer that s( u;’ ) c u> n A 
[otherwise s(u,+ ) would have boundary points elsewhere]. This already 
proves the necessity part of the theorem. 
Now A = s( ur’ ) and B = cr,i n A, considered as subsets of a,,, satisfy 
A G B, 6’A = 8 B, int A nonempty, and int B connected. This ensures that 
A = B, and the proof is complete. 
3. ESTIMATES FOR SINGULAR VALUES 
Let si> s2> a-f be the singular values of a matrix M = [ mi j]. Then si 
is equal to the spectral norm of M: 
sl= IIWI = SUP IIM4. 
11~11 =  
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From our knowledge of the singular values of C,(M), the successive com- 
pounds of M, we deduce that 
IICkW) II 
Sk= ,,ck_,(M),,, k=L...,rankM 
[we put IG(WII = 11. 
Suppose now that we take some estimates for the norm of a matrix: 
00) @f) =G Wll G u(M) 
[Z(M) and u(M) may be other norms, or generalized norms; preferably they 
should be quantities easily computed in terms of the entries of the matrix]. 
We then have the following estimates for the singular values: 
(11) 
W,(M)) 4CkGw 
@&i(M)) ’ Sk< I@,_,(M)) ’ 
k=l,...,rankM. 
How good these estimates are obviously depends on the sharpness of (10). 
Anyway, they can hardly be of numerical interest, because of the computa- 
tions needed just to write down the compounds. But they might be used for 
theoretical purposes. As an illustration, we determine the asymptotic behav- 
ior of the singular values of the matrices B(x,,. . . , x,) that appear in the 
previous section: For i = 1,. . . , n we have 
lim 8(x1,..., XJ=(+co,cui ,...) (Yi_i,(Yi+l ,..., cu,). 
.X,++fX 
(While xi + + co the other coordinates are to remain fixed.) The proof of 
this, which does not need the interlacing inequalities, may be obtained by 
using (11) with, for example, the following rather crude bounds for the 
spectral norm: 
Z(M) = maxlmijl, 
i,j 
l/2 
1 . 
(That u(M) >, JIM]] is shown in [4, p. 212-2131.) 
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